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Abstract

Conceptional design of a system for feedback control

of the plasma position in a toroidal discharge is described.

It is expected that a resistive shell and an external verti-

cal field controlled by a system consisting of a digital

computer and phase-controlled thyristors can suppress the

plasma displacement down to 10% of that in the case where

the external control system is not operated.
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SI. Introduction

Several trials have been made to control the plasma

position by means of coils outside a vacuum vessel. One

method is to use a coil system with an equivalent negative

impedance to suppress the plasma motion. More standard

method to adjust the vertical field by the feedback control

has been carried out by using a transistor amplifier

system.

This paper describes the analysis of a system for

controlling the position of the plasma ring by the vertical

field in the JIPP T-II torus3' which is to be constructed in

the Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University.

A feature of the system described in this paper is the

direct use of a digital computer in the feedback loop to .

control the vertical field. The implementation of a control

law requires only the preparation of a computer program,

which brings more flexibility. Another feature is the use

of phase controlled power thyristors to feed current to the

control coils. It has been generally believed that .the

thyristors are too slow to control a plasma. However, this

paper clarifies that the discerning use of then in suitable

to the control of a larger machine.

A general description of the control system is given in

12. Analysis of the characteristics of the system ie

described in S3 and these results are interpreted in tarns

of control theory in 14. The stability and the time

response of the system are examined in §5. Possible

improvement of the system using the characteristic compen-
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sation is considered in 56. Sections 7 and 8 contain

remarks and conclusions, respectively.

52. General Description of the System

The JIPP T-II device is a hybrid system of a stellara-

tor and a tokatnak. Design parameters of the JIPP T-XI are

summarized in Table I. The cylindrical support frame of

the helical coils made of stainless steel plays a role of

the resistive shell. The vertical field 8 consists of a

steady field B . , a pulse vertical field B and the

control field B ~. The time variations of these vertical

fields are shown in Fig.l. The pulse field B is used to

lower the steady field B - at the beginning of the dis-

charge. The control field B - is activated after the pulse

field B fades out and is controllable by the amount of

15% of the total field of 1300 G.

The whole control system is shown in Fig.2. Signals

S« and S« from two magnetic probes situated as shown in

Fig.3, the control field B - and the plasma current-I are

digitized by analog-to-digital converters and give informa-

tions to the computer to calculate the optimum control field.

The calculated vertical field is again converted to an

analog signal by a digital-to-analog converter and is sent to an

automatic pulse phase shifter, which triggers thyristors so

that the thyristor output voltage integrated during a certain

period is proportional t,a the input of the automatic pulse

phase shifter. Six-phase full wave rectified (SO Hz power

is supplied to the thyristors so that the integration
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period fit is 1/(60 * 2 * 6) sec or approximately 1.4 msec.

According to Mukhovatov and Shafranov the plasma

equilibrium in a tokamak during the control is expressed

as follows.

> F T; LV^L" ̂

where T is the skin time of the shell and

Here a and R are the minor and the major radii of the

plasma column, respectively, a_ is the shell radius, b is

the half distance between the probes, and A is the dis-

placement of the plasma column. These quantities are dis-

played in Pig.3. We have assumed that the plasma cross

section is circular and the radius a is constant.

Equation (1) can be written in the discrete form with

time interval At of 1.4 msec, which is the period of

thyristor triggering, i.e.,
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where

and C w c_,..., c_ are constants.

First, substituting A<tn+1) « 0 in eq.(3), the required

control field Bvf(*„) is calculated and is realized in the

control coil. Then substituting the measured B*(t_) value

in eq.(3), displacement &{t + 1) is calculated. This value

is to be used in the next calculation of the optimum B ~.

At the very beginning of the control, the initial value of

A is calculated using the following equation

where l^ is the normalized internal inductance of the

plasma and B_ is the ratio of mean kinetic pressure to

the poloidal magnetic pressure.

S3. Analysis of the Feedback System

In this rection we derive the characteristic equation

of the control system using the equation of the plasm*
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motion and the coupling relations among the current circuits

of the plasma ring, the shell and the control coil for the

vertical field. The vertical field U consists of the

external stationary field B ., control field B _ and the

field due to the resistive shell Bv<?, that is,

The stationary field B - has the index number n defined by

Hereafter, the shape of the feedback coil is approximated

by a cylinder. When the dipole currents of the feedback

coil and the shell flowing one way in half are denoted by

I- and I , respectively, we have

where a, is the distance of tho control coil from the

toroidal axis. Then the equation of motion is written at

where R = B + A and B is the necessary amount of the

vertical field to maintain the plasma at R » R in the

equilibrium, that is.
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For the small perturbation A << R , the equation of motion

is reduced to

(10

where B, is the deviation of B,r at R =* R (A • 0) from thea v o
equilibrium vertical field BQ. Substituting

and using eqs.(7), (8) and (12), we have the following

equation of notion:

The value of A is around 1/2 according to Mukhovatov and

Shafranov.

Next, let us consider coupling relations aaong the

plaanui, the shell and the control coil. Toroidal component

of the vector potential Afc is sum of the ones due to the

pleasa displaceaMnt, the shall and the control coil and is

approximately given by
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Cu)

for regions I, II, and III in Fig.3, respectively. The
3A

boundary condition at r » afi requires - ̂ ^ - ̂ oop + B

The component of cos6 in the above condition is reduced to

the foilwoing relation,

T dt * T^fTt " £>' (1?)

3At
The boundary condition at r = af requires - -^—^ * Efco»9,

that is

where Eg and E£ are the electric field strengths on the

shell and the control coil, respectively, i.e.,

" • M

The notation d is the equivalent thickness and a is the

equivalent conductivity and suffixes s and f Mean the
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shell and the control coil, respectively. The quantity E

in eq.(20) is the electric field applied to the control

coil. Using the relations

the coupling relations are reduced to

C24")

where we have neglected the time variation of I . The

foregoing relations are equivalent to the circuit equations:

( - )

where L( H, R denote self inductance, mutual inductance and

resistance, respectively, suffixes p, s, f denote plasma,

shell and feedback coil, respectively, V is the voltage

applied to the feedback coil and there is a relation T - L/R.

In the feedback system, we can write the applied

electric field to the control coil in the form
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where A is a command given to the external controller or

an ideal value of the controlled variable A, 8 is the feed-

back ratio and G(t) (V m" ) is the transfer function of the

external controller. The quantity A - & is called an
s

error signal. In our case the ideal value A is zero.
s

However, we can introduce virtual time variations to the

&s value deliberately so as to get informations on the

system characteristics, as is described in the later sectior.

Now we take the Laplace transforms of eqs.(13), (23)

and (24) and denote the Laplace transform of a function of

time P(t) by F(s):

where

p, , £32)

and p is the plasma density. The solution is given by



+ (1-fc^

K5

The characteristic equation of the system is given by the

denominator of eq.(33): x(s) * 0. The quantity KtTV" )

is the gain of the control ceil and is given by

where S f is the equivalent area of the vertical cross sec-

tion of the coil.

In eq.(34) T, is the transit time of Alfv^n wave

corresponding to the poloidal magnetic'ifield B and is the

order of microsecond, while T and T. are the order of

millicecond. Therefore the terms of T?s can be neglected,

and we obtain the following characteristic equation:

X, to- T sT f f 1-fr*)f 1+ KV
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§4. Analysis of the Feedback System Using Control Theory

It is also possible to analyze the feedback system by

studying a transfer function of each element, constructing

a functional block diagram and transforming it by the use

of transfer function algebra.

Let us first consider the meanings of the quantities

K and Ks given in eqs.(35) and (36). The equation of

notion (Eq.(28)) gives a relation •;.

B v f •»- 8 j B o ( A+1 - i
(4*

2 2where the term of T's is neglected and eqs.(7) and (8) areA

used. Equation (40) tells us that K is the displacement

of the plasma column for a given change in the magnetic

field, or, K is the transfer function of the plasma.

Substituting X. • 0 in aq.(29) we obtain the transfer

function of the shell in the case where the system has no

feedback coil:

Hence we find that the Ks is the gain of the shell:

Defining
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we can write

Very simple consideration on the system dynamics gives

us a functional block diagram of the whole system shown in

Fig.4(a), made of tandem transfer functions of the external

controller consisting of the computer, the thyristors, etc.,

the control coil, the penetration of the magnetic field into

the shell and the shell effect. The first order lag func-

tion is assumed for the transfer function of the control

coil and the field penetration. An external magnetic field

disturbance B, is summed to B - at the point a of Fig.4(a).

An actual displacement of the plasma column is caused by

changes in the equilibrium field due to changes in I , I,

and d as is expressed in eq.(10). He can regard the change

in B as the external distrubance and express as shown in

this figure. The original block diagram is reduced to the

form shown in Fig.4(b) and we obtain the following .

characteristic equation:

A few studies have been made based on a similar approxima-

tion?'

Actually, the mutual couplings among the plasma, the

shell and the feedback coil should be taken into account.

For example, we obtain the coupling relation between the

shell and the coil from eqs.(29) and (30), omitting the
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plana tent, i.e..

This coupling relation is displayed in Fig.5(a). The circuit

equations at the point a and b are equivalent to eqs.(46)

and (47), respectively. Figure 5(a) is reduced to the fora

shown in Fig.5(b). The transfer function as a whole is.

tit

While an equivalent circuit of the atutual inductance shown

in Fig.6, which is derived from eqs.(25) and (26), gives us

the iapedance

(49)

where M - M-f • Mfs is the Mutual inductance. Coaparing

eqs.(48) and (49), we find the relation
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and that k = a /a, is the coupling constant.
s r

Similar considerations give us the block diagram of the

whole system shown in Fig.7(a). Circuit equs ns at the

point a, b, c are

where the quantity

is the area of the vertical cross section of the plasma.

The inductances per unit area are derived from eqs.(7) and

(8), so we have

Using above relations and substituting V * (As - BAJG, we

find eqs.(51)-(53) are equivalent to eqs.(28)-(30) in
2 2

the form where the T*s terms are neglected.

Algebra of the transfer function leads us froa the

original block diagram to the reduced ones shown in Figs.

7(b) and (c). The transformation procedure can be found in

Appendix I.
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Let us compare Fig.5(b) with Fig.?(b), and we find

that the tine constants of the coil Tf and the shell T

correspond with Tf U - k
2) and Tg * Tfk

2(l + sTf(l - k
2)),

respectivelyr which means the apparent T~ is shorter and

the apparent T is longer than in the case of simple

estimation.

From Fig.7(b) we obtain the response of the system;

where

The characteristic eguation of the system is given by the

denominator of eq.(56):

After some arrangements we find that the above equation is

equivalent to eq.(39) in the preceding section.

S5. Stability and TJJH Response of the System

First we examine the case when the external controller

does not operate. From Fig.7(b) the response of the system

to a disturbance is given by
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Substituting B, = 1/s and inverse-transforming, we obtain

the response to the step disturbance. The result is shown

in Fig.8 for J- = 1/2, 6 = 1, a = .17 m, RQ = .91 m,

T = 5 msec, T, = 5 msec, which are the parameters of the

JIPP T-II, and A + 1 - n = 1. The calculated result based

on the simplified block diagram s.hown in Fig.4(b) is given

in the same figure.

To examine the stability and the time response of the

whole system it is necessary to express the transfer func-

tion of the external controller G(s) mathematically.

Exactly, it is of tandem transfer functions of four elements,

i.e..

where G^(s) is the transfer function of a sampler and a

holder, G2(s) is the time delay due to the computer cal-

culation*, G3(s) is the tim« delay caused when a continuous

differential equation (eg.(l)) is modified into a discrete

form (eq.O)), and G. (s) is the transfer function of the

amplifier shown in Fig.2. They are
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!

CjA*^ **/(* + -'T*? - K , (t -

where J.t is the sampling interval of the computer and is equal

to the period of thyristor triggering in our system. An

accurate treatment of the sampled data system requ'xes the

technique of the z transform. However, here we approximate

the transfer functions as shown in eq.(62). Let us make

further approximation:

where

In our actual system ^t~1.4 naec and T^~-2 msec, so

T <v 5 Msec. The quantity G is tho gain of the external
a

controller/ which can be decided by the computer software.

The gain of the coil Kf depends on the shape of the coil

so we transfer Xf into d and define Of«Kfo(T m~
l).

Feedback ratio ft is also a controllable cruantitv. However;,

we can put jl«l without losing generality. Hereafter we



treat Gf as the gain of the tftole system.

Strictly speaking, the procedure to calculate the

optimum field given in eq. (3) must be expressed by transfer

functions. However/ the above treatment gives us sufficient

informations as far as our interest is limited within the

system dynamics.

Using eq.(64) we can reduce the characteristic equation

(eq. (59.1 5 to the following for»i:

where

X =
Y* -

Now we can find the conditions that eq.(65) has no unstable

solutions by applying the Hurwitz rule, which requires both

of the conditions below must be satisfied:

'0 "r*Y,>©, Y,Y,>o

Under the condition |Kp[Ks» 1, the second condition can be

approximated by
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If w« neglect the p and £^ dependence of BQ in eg.

(10), we obtain BQ simply as a function of I , using the

parameters of the JIPP T-1I:

Using eq. (35), wa obtain

For I -200 kA and h * 1 - n »1, the field required for the

equilibrium is 0.07T or 700G and the plasma displacement is

14.3 m T~ or 0.143 en G~ .

We are mainly interested in the gain limitation which

depends on K (or I and A+l-n) and T because other

parameters are characteristic to the apparatus. The gain

limitation is calculated in several cases using design

parameters of the JIPP T-II. Figure 9 shows the A+l-n

dependence of the gain limitation for Tfl « 5 msec in four

cases of I . The second condition of Hurwitz rule (inequality

(67)) gives hyperbolas as the stability boundaries while the

approximation (inequality (68)) gives their asymptodes.

Figure 10 shows the Ta dependence of the gain limitation

in three cases of I and two cases of A+l-n. In our system

T, cannot be shorter than 5 msec, or 1/T, cannot-be larger
Cl K*

than 0.2 msec" .

Let us examine whether the straight line Gf « 0 belongs

to the stable region or not in thasn figures, and we

conclude that if A+l-n is negative the plasma column cannot
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find the stable position without the help of the external

controller, while it can if A+l-n is positive, though the

stable position thus found may be far from the position

defined by R « RQ.

Conversely, it is rather impressive that the system can

be stable with the help of the external controller even if

A+l-n is negative. It seems that the system of che plasma

and the shell shown in Pig.11(a) makes a positive feedback

loop in this case. However, transforming Pigs.11(a) to 11

(b), and assuming Ks << |K |, we obtain the block diagram

shown in Fig.ll(c), which slows that the transfer funct'wi

i? independent of the polarity of the plasma gain. It is

clarified that in the region where |A+l-n| is not very large,

the system can be stable with the help of the external

controller even if A+l-n is negative.

It is also clear in Figs.9 and 10 that the smaller the

plasma current is, the severer the gain limitation becomes.

It is probable that the decrease in I leads the system

unstable. It is ideal that the plasma current*, is controlled

to be constant during the discharge.

Introducing the transfer function of the external

controller, eq.(56) is reduced to the following form:

This relation can be derived from the block diagram shown

in Fig.7(b), too.

Hence the response to the command given to the external
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controller is given by

As is described previously, the A. value, which is the ideal

value of the plasma displacement, is zero in the actual

control. However, we are going to introduce deliberate tine

variations to A so as to examine the system characteristics.
s

The time response of the system can be calculated as

the inverse transform of eq.(73). Figure 12 shows the

response of the system to the stop command for T = 5 msec,

I = 200 kA and A+l-n = 1, which is obtained by the sub-

stitution &g = 1/e in eq.{73). ;

The steady state error in the step response is given by

and the transient overshoot in the step response is calculated

by

We can estimate the general response from these two quantities

eQ and eM. They are shown in Figs.13 and 14 which have the

same coordinates as Figs.9 and 10. These figures are

useful in the selection of parameters of the control system.

For example, the region where em'< 104 and < ) < 30% are

satisfied can be found as netted in these figures. It is

generally believed that the 30% transient overshoot is a

good estimate of the limit of tolerably stable operation of
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the feedback system. A simple calculation procedure of the

gain which gives approximately the 30% overshoot is given

in Appendix II.

The response of the system to the disturbance is given

by

from sq.(72). Response to a step disturbance can be

calculated by the substitution B. = 1/s in eg.(76) followed

by the inverse transform. The result is shown in Fig..15 for

parameters I_ = 200 kA, A+l-n = 1 and T = 5 msec.
P a

Because the external controller cannot follow, the

initial displacement is independent of the parameter of the

external controller and is given by

fa A(S>

and the final value of the displacement depends only on the

gain of the external controller2

Substituting G. > 0 in eq.(78) we obtain the final displace-

ment or equilibrium position of the plasma column without

the external controller, which is given by X B-.

Response to a ramp disturbance can be calculated by the

substitution Bd - 1/s
2 in aq.(76) and the result is shown

in Fig.16 for the same parameters as in Fig.15. It is
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expected that the actual disturbance resembles the ramp

disturbance. It is conclusively shewn in the figure that

the value Gf t 1-5 (Tm ) is the qain limit of the tolerably

stable operation of the system, which value gives about 30%

ovei shoot in the response to the stv»p command as is shown

in Fig.11. It is shown that the gain to give the 30%

overshoot is a good estimate of the gain limit of the

tolerably stable operation.

In Fig.j.5 and Fig. 16 the responses to the disturbances

in the case where the external controller is not operated

are also shown. These curves show the effect of the

resistive shell and the feedback coil used as passive

elements. There is an initial time region in both of the

figures where all of the curves are brought in one line.

This is the time region where the external controller

cannot follow the time variation of the plasma displacement

and the control wholly depends on the passive elements.

56. Compensation of System Characteristics

In this section some techniques to improve t-.he system

characteristics are proposed.

In the system described in the preceding sections, the

computer has only fchn software realizing A = 0. However,

as far as the initial condition A(0) « 0 is satisfied, we

can expect a result better in speed develo,. i/vc; a software

realizing dA/dt - 0 instead of A « 0. This technique is

a digital realization of the derivative controller, which

is widely used in the process control.
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It is also possible to give the computer program a

routine to compensate the lag characteristics of the system.

It seems that the obvious solution is to compensate lag

elements such as the coil, the field penetration, etc.,

using a software equivalent with lead elements, because

tandem transfer function of 1/d+sT) (first order lag

system) and (1+sT) (first order lead svstem) becomes

independent of the frequency. However, the actual system

is a sampled-data system and the software realization of a

lead element is not simple. ' Techniques such as a finite

settling method must be introduced.

Another technique called a feedforward method is worth

trying, where the controller detects the disturbance and

cancels the effect of the disturbance before it appears in

the system (while in the standard feedback system the control

does not begin till the disturbance effect is apparent).

Figure 7(c) shows a functional block diagram where the

summing point of the disturbance is moved to the input of

the controller and the disturbance is given as the displace-

ment. The part enclosed by the broken line in Fig.7(c)

expresses the role of the External controller; that is, the

computer calculates a quantity

where

§f 0 +*"Etf 1 + sCTs+Ttf + sVR Tf},
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and roqnrds the calculated result A* as the given command.
s

In the new command A' the effect of the disturbance is

cancelled out.

In the actual system the realization of the software

equivalent to the high order lead clement given in eq.(79)

is not easy. However, even the compensation of d.c.

component B-/Gf can reduce the steady state error to zero.

It is also possible to use the predicted A, value in the

feedforward control and this technique is a kind of a

programmed control.

S7. Remarks

In the foregoing analysis, a few approximations are

intorduced for simplicity. For example the first order

lag approximation is used for the characteristics of the

external controller transfer. The analysis for a more

^alistic case is under its way.

In the device of the JIPP T-II, an iron core is used

for the current transformer which introduces a significant

vertical field when the plasma current rises up. This

effect can be taken into account by the feedforward compensa-

tion. The JIPP T-II has the helical winding. The helical

conductors provide the local disturbance to the time varying

vertical field. Experiments using a model apparatus of the

JIPP T-II are proceeding to clarify these points.

S8. Conclusion

The possibility of the position control of a plasma
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by the feedback system is studied. The importance of the

role of the resistive shell is clarified. The analysis

based on the control theory shows that the feedback system

can suppress the disturbance effect down to less than 101

without causing a serious oscillation in the system. Better

results can be expected if the computer softwares of the

compensation of the system characteristics are 'developed.
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Appendix I

We derive Fig.7(b) from Fig.7(a). Transformation

procedures of the portion enclosed by a broken line in Fig.

7(a) are given in Fig.Al. Figure Al(a) is same with the

corresponding portion of Fig.7(a). The following procedures

are self-explanatory. Equations (44), (55) and (58) are

used in the course of the transformation. Transforming the

parallel transfer functions and feedback loop in Fig. Al(e),

and using eqs. (38) and (54), we finally obtain Fig.7(b).

Appendix II

Purpose of this appendix is to introduce a quantity

which can be a standard of raargine of stability of the

control system and is simple to calculate. The quantities

called gain margin, phase margin and overshoot have been in gen-

eral use, last of which is reported in this paper. However, these

are not simple to calculate and we are forced to carry out

numerical calculations.

The quantity we axe going to introduce is the critical

gain which makes the peak of the frequency response unity.

Let us define K » G f K
D
 an<* denote the critical gain above

defined by Kc. Substituting s = iw in eq. (73) we have

_ * _ _ _ , (A- 1)
>
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and by definition

At the stability boundary, eq.(65) is valid and we

denote the gain and the angular frequency at the stability

boundary by K_ and t&Q, respectively, i.e.,

iKo+1-XtUSy-t- lu).iY, -Y. U)J\ - O. TA-

Hence we have

The angular frequency vu&ra the frequency response is

maximum is derived from

Let us introduce p, q defined by

wVw.Vi + fr), (**)
where

Substituting eqs. (A.8) and (A.9} intc eg.(A-7), we; have th«

q valua where the frequency response is maximum
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Also we have the maximum gain in the frequency response:

We have used the approximation q « 1 to derive egs. (A-11)

and (A-12). Substituting max |A(«)/AS| « 1, we obtain the

critical gain factor pc:

Figure A-2 shows absolute value of the frequency

response of our system calculated according to eq.(A-2) for

I » 2C0 JcA, A+l-n » i, T » 5rmec. Equation (A-13) gives

p • 0.29 while Fig. A-2 suggests pc is a little greater

than 0.3. This small discrepanthy is due to the apprcxiss-

tion q << 1.

The relation between the overshoot in the step response

and the critical gain in the frequency response can be

obtained mathematically; that is, the inverse transform of

the frequency response gives the impulse response and its

integration gives the step response. Figure A-3 shows the

critical gain and the gain which gives 30% overshoot in the

step response in a (A+l-n) vs. Gf plane. Me find that the

two quantities agree well in the region where A+l-n > 0.

It is conclusively shown that the critical gain intro-

duced here is simple to calculate and can be a standard
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to estimate the gain which gives the tolerable stability in the

system, as well as the 30% overshoot in the step response does.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Time variations of the vertical fields and the

plasma current.

Fig.2 Block diagram of the control system. ADC:analog-

to-digital converter, CPU:central processing unit

of digital computer, £>AC:digital-to-analog

computer,, AMP:linear amplifier, £?PS: automatic

pulse phase shifter, PA:pulse amplifier.

Fig. 3 Positions of the shell, the feedback coil, and

the probes.

Fig. 4 (a) Simplified functional block diagram of the

whole control system. (b) Its reduced form.

Fig. 5 (a) Functional block diagram of the mutual

coupling effect between the shell and the feedback

coil, (b) Its reduced form.

Fig. 6 Equivalent circuit of the Ktutual coupling effect.

Fig. 7 (a) Functional block diagram of the whole system,

(b) Its reduced form, (c) A form where the

disturbance is given as a displacement.

Fig. 8 Open loop response of the system to a step

disturbance in two time scales.

Fig. 9 Stability boundaries in a (A+l-n) vs. Jf plane

for Tfl • 5 msec. Stability region for I = 100 kA

is hatched.

Fig. 10 Stability boundaries in a Gf vs. 1/Tfl plane for

A+l-n - 1 (a) and A+l-n » -1 (b). Stability

region for I * 100 kA is hatched.
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Fig. 11 (a) Original block diagram of the shell effect.

(b) Its equivalent block diagram. (c) Approxintated

form for |K | >> Kg.

Fig. 12 Time response to a step command for I = 200 kA,

T = 5 msec and A+l-n ~ 1.
ct

Fig. 13 Steady state error (values in ( }) and overshoot

(values in [ ]) in a step response in a (A;1-n)

vs. G- plane for I = 200 kA and T = 5 msec.

Stable region is hatched and the region where

e < 30% and em < 10% are satisfied is netted.

Fig. 14 Steady state error (values in( )) and overshoot

(values in [ 1) in a Gf vs. 1/Ta plane for I *

200 kA and A+l-n = 1 (a), A+l-n = -1 (b). Stable

region is hatched a d the region where e < 30%

and e^ < 10% are satisfied is netted.

Fig. 15 Response to a step field disturbance, for I *

200 kA, T = 5 msec and A+l-n = 1.

Fig. 16 Response to a ramp field disturbance B. (T msec' )
f c I = 200 kA, T = 5 msec and A+l-n « 1.

P a

Fig. Al Transformation-of a multiple-loop block diagram.

Fig. A2 Frequency response of the system to a command for

I = 200 :.A, T = 5 msec and A+l-n = 1.
P a

Fig. A3 A+l-n dependence of the critical gain for I =

200 kA and T = 5 msec.
i
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Table I. Design parameters of the JZPP T-ZZ

Major radius RQ

Minor radius a

Toroidal field B.

Helical field (£=2, m=4) ih /2TI= .3

ih/2n= .06

Vertical field Bv

Zndex n

Steady field Byd

Pulse field B

Control coil

Field B y f

Minor radius a.

Time constant Tf

Shell (Support, of the helical coil)

Radius a

Inner radius

Outer radius

Time constant T.

Material

91 cm

17 cm

30 kG

(Bt=20 kG)

(Bt=30 kG)

0 < n < 1.5

1.1 kG

0 ^ -1.1 kG

0 ^ 200 G

36 cm

5 msec

24 cm

28 cm

5 msec

SUS 304
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